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Hughes, Aneurin

From: Hayley Cullen <HayleyCullen@llamau.org.uk>
Sent: 27 February 2020 16:09
To: Hughes, Aneurin
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From: Hayley Cullen  
Sent: 27 February 2020 13:54 
To: aneurin.bevan@merthyr.gov.uk 
Subject: Re-Evolution 
Importance: High 
 
Hi Aneurin, 
 
I am the project manager for Garth Newydd Court, which is a supported housing project in 
Merthyr. We support 7 of some of Merthyrs most vulnerable and disadvantaged young 
people. The young people we support have either been looked after by the local authority or 
have found themselves homeless. We provide 24/7 support to these young people to develop 
independent living skills to ensure a successful transition into the community. We have 
supported hundreds of young people over the years to become contributing members of 
society and supported them to be become the best versions of themselves. 
 
Since ‘RE-Evolution’ has opened we have noted a change in behaviour of some the young 
people we support. Our young people have displayed incredibly risky behaviour as there age 
has not been challenged. As a direct result of being able to consume alcohol at this venue, 
they have been making poor decisions and have put their tenancy at risk. There have been 
occasions were people who have been at the venue with our young people have come on to 
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our project late at night, putting themselves, staff, other service users and our neighbours at 
risk. This behaviour had not been displayed in recent years, until ‘Re-Evolution’ opened. 
 
Due to unauthorised guests visiting project from ‘Re-Evolution’ we have had several 
neighbour complaints due to noise. There have been occasions were young people, who are 
not residents at Garth Newydd Court, have congregated outside the project causing noise 
disturbances and they have been mistaken for young people who are residents with us. I 
cannot stress to you enough the importance of us keeping positive relationships with our 
neighbours. Without the support of our incredibly understanding neighbours, the invaluable 
support that we provide could be put at risk. If we were unable to provide this support, 
young people in Merthyr would miss out on these opportunities.  
 
Staff have noticed that the young people they have witnessed outside and entering ‘Re-
Evolution’ do not look u18 and not one of the young people we support who have been at 
‘Re-Evolution’ are 18 either. This is incredibly concerning. 
 
We have had suspicions that one of our young people may be at risk of exploitation at the 
venue. The young person stated at the time that they were ‘Dj’ing’ for free and would collect 
glasses in ‘exchange for shots’. Whilst this isn’t a current risk, I do believe that this has only 
been rectified due to the scrutiny that ‘Re-Evolution’ is under. I am doubtful this would’ve 
changed had the licence holders be under review. 
 
I hope you consider the impact that ‘Re-Evolution’ has had on the young people of Merthyr 
during your review. If you would like any more information, please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 
 
Thanks 




